www.casaspanishacademy.com

COURSES

We offer classes for independent students, closed groups, companies or
universities, as also an “In Company” method. Check out our programs and
tell us your needs. We can organize and customize a course for your group.

- Concierge Español
This Program is for those travelers who prefer to explore the city
combining the learning of Spanish with the tourist interests. The
tour will be defined according to the profile of the student or
group.
The students can improve their Spanish while enjoying an
outdoor walk, touring a museum or visiting typical places of
Buenos Aires. This program is the perfect complement for your
visit to our city.

CASA a school that feels like HOME

- Bespoke Spanish

At CASA you will not only study in a familiar environment but also

The CASA Spanish teacher meets with students in traditional

in a professional one. Our school programs are based on the

cafés in Buenos Aires to offer dynamic Spanish classes to

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages

improve their conversational skills. In addition to speaking, the

(CEFR). We have more than 20 years experience in customer

grammar and exercises will be focused on oral communication

services. All the members of our staff are both majored in Span-

- Group Classes:

ish and in Education. They are qualified and have been working
together with us for a long time. They all speak English and other

15 hours per week (consecutive in the same week)
If you want to go further and soak up a little bit of the Argentine

languages too.

culture, you can do our "Group Class" program of 15 hours weekly.

Our groups are small because we believe that the best way of

This is Ideal for students who want to learn Spanish while still

learning is by focusing on each student and thus offering person-

having time to visit the city and do other activities. Each class is 3

alized classes, adapted to the needs and difficulties of each

hours long with a coffee break in between.

individual.

- Intensive Course:

The idea behind CASA is to ensure that our students feel that the
school is a second HOME and a space always open for them

20 hours per week
You can take an "Intensive Course" (15 Group + 5 Private Hours per

during their stay in Argentina.

week). Ideal to learn faster with the benefit of sharing with other

AT CASA YOU WILL NOT ONLY LEARN THE LANGUAGE:
Follow us at our social networks. We post features weekly that
will help you practice your Spanish and learn new things in a fun
way. (FB, Instagram, Google+, Twitter)
Billboard with tours and free cultural activities so you will
discover the city for "0 pesos" (or a very low price).
Recommendations for tours, shows, football matches and
other activities. At the front desk we can help you get your tickets
and look for information.
Weekly Mailing with our recommendations about activities in
the city and tips to improve your spanish, during your stay in our
country.
Weekend outgoings: Iguazú, Tigre, stays in the province of
Buenos Aires, Colonia and Montevideo (Uruguay), etc.
You can keep on going with your Spanish classes in Patagonia
with CASA Bariloche, a different way of learning a language in a
natural environment.
Accommodation in Buenos Aires and in the rest of Argentina.

students in the group classes while also getting to improve your
skills and detect your mistakes at your own pace in the private
classes.

- Private Classes:

Adaptable to the student’s schedules and extracurricular activities.

- Resident Program:

4 or 6 hours per week (2 hs each class)
It is a program for "expats" or people who will spend a few
months in Buenos Aires. It is a course that suits students with
other activities such as work, college studies or weekly trips. The
groups are built with students of the same level. It is recommended to continue learning with an intensive course.

- DELE Preparation Exam:
We prepare students who want to sit for the international Exam
of Spanish as a Foreign Language. We work with the official
material provided by the Cervantes Institute and we have a wide
variety of experiences with positive results.

Check our prices at www.casaspanishacademy.com
Our Classes includes:

- Study material
- Coffee break mid-morning and "Factura's Friday" on Fridays
- "Ronda de Mate" / Mate circle (class of how to prepare the typical
argentinian beverage)
- 1 weekly Tour (by tip)
- 1 weekly Social Night
- Weekly Mailing with activities and recommendations

* No Registration Fees
WHERE WE ARE LOCATED:
The school is located very close to Plaza San Martín, near downtown Buenos Aires, easily accessible by public transportation.
(Train, subway or bus)
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